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Summary: Following the approaches of Fisher, Koo, and in particular Minsky,
this article describes recent developments in the Spanish economy. These
authors’ theories of financial fragility, and the extension of analysis of the recession to also include the expansionary period, are very useful when it comes
to understanding the boom (1994-2008) and subsequent collapse of the Spanish economy. Both processes are part of the same phenomenon: the binomial
relation between debt and the asset bubble, amplified by the use of external
financing, and the subsequent process of slow deleveraging. Alongside said
analytical elements, and considering Spain’s membership in the Eurozone
monetary union system, this characterisation of the euphoria and subsequent
balance-sheet recession further identifies specific features of the Spanish
economy that informed current outcomes.
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The financial and economic crisis that has affected the world’s economies since 2008
has meanwhile raised questions about conventional economic approaches. First, because most of those using orthodox approaches (with very few exceptions such as
Robert J. Shiller or Nouriel Roubini) proved incapable of foreseeing or preventing a
crisis of even this magnitude; and second, because orthodoxy insists on misdiagnosing the very nature of the crisis, thus preventing the adoption of an appropriate strategy for addressing it. In this paper, we intend to overcome such shortcomings by
providing an explanation of the crisis based on alternative theoretical references
which, in our opinion, may offer a better diagnosis of the situation.
One of the most significant aspects of the current crisis, and one which has
generated the most specialised literature, is the fact that the Eurozone has been the
most severely affected region. Important issues on which no consensus exists within
the discipline include: to what extent was the institutional design of the single currency area a cause of, or aggravating factor in, the crisis? Also, what specific role did
the so-called peripheral countries of Europe play in this process? In this context,
close study of the Spanish case carries special interest.
In short, the purpose of this article is to analyse the crisis (which we characterise as a recession caused by over-indebtedness) that has battered the Spanish econ-
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omy for close to a decade. To do this, we begin in Section 1 by explaining our theoretical framework, based on an approach that we term Kaleckian regarding the role of
demand in the cycle, also adopting the endogenous money approach. In particular,
the approaches of Fisher, Minsky, and Koo have proven very useful. In addition to a
general theoretical framework, our analysis further requires the consideration of
more specific factors. In the second section, we look at those factors particular to the
Spanish case. The article sets third an explanation of the process of overindebtedness that gradually took shape in the Spanish economy, and that imploded
into recession in 2008. Finally, we offer our conclusions.

1. Recession and Over-Indebtedness: Basic Elements of the
Analysis
The current global economic situation invites us to reconsider certain theoretical contributions that have not enjoyed the greatest academic popularity. In particular, recent
experiences of debt-based growth followed by financial crisis and recession, exacerbated by deleveraging, compel us update two basic theoretical approaches. The first
relates to the inherently cyclical nature of capitalist economies and the decisive role
of demand, and especially investment, in the cycle (John Maynard Keynes 1965;
Michal Kalecki 1971). The second looks at the centrality of the financial dimension
in macroeconomics, from a perspective known as the endogenous money approach,
which assumes a close link between the credit-driven creation of money by the financial system and the demand for spending within an economy (Basil J. Moore
1988; Steve Keen 2011a; L. Randall Wray 2015). From this double theoretical starting point regarding the role of demand and finance in the economic cycle, this paper
argues that the nature of the expansion phase, and particularly the conditions of overindebtedness through which demand is financed, represent a key explanatory element
in understanding the gestation and subsequent manifestation of the crisis in Spain.
Without adhering to them on all points, we base our analytical framework on
contributions by Irving Fisher (1932, 1933) on debt deflation, as well as the subsequent and broader financial fragility hypothesis formulated by Hyman P. Minsky
(1982). The Minskyan notion of financial fragility and our reinterpretation of the
work of Fisher in terms of recession as caused by over-indebtedness are central theoretical features of this analysis.
Fisher’s analysis of recession in the context of over-indebtedness is essential
in defining the formula on which we base much of our explanation of the Spanish
situation. However, we should make explicit that Fisher’s view on the role of deflation within the recessive sequence strikes us as open to slight modification; in any
case, it is not essential to our analysis. In keeping with other authors such as Martin
H. Wolfson (1996), we believe that the mere fact that a deflationary spiral is not activated does not invalidate the fundamentals of Fisher’s bold approach on the perverse
over-indebtedness / recession binomial. The key to his work, as we understand it,
appears in his explanation of the specific type of recession that can derive from a
debt crisis. In short, there are three crucial analytical elements: (i) that an excessive
debt burden impacts on both the financial position of the banks and the weakness of
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demand from indebted agents - two key elements in explaining the crisis; (ii) that in a
recession, the desperate task of cleaning up balance sheets (deleveraging) carried out
simultaneously by the various private sector agents feeds decisively back into the
recession; (iii) that while over-indebtedness exacerbates the recession, the recession
itself restricts the ability to generate income and becomes an obstacle to the repayment of debt. Thus general over-indebtedness, problems within the financial system,
and weak demand combine and underpin a particularly serious recessionary spiral.
This focus on the perverse interplay between recession and over-indebtedness
appears to have influenced Minsky’s well-known and fruitful Financial Instability
Hypothesis (Minsky 1982, 1986). Other more recent authors have also been influenced by Fisher’s approach and have integrated it into a broader macroeconomic
view (Mervyn King 1994; Wolfson 1996; Robert W. Dimand 1997; Shiller 2013).
For Minsky’s hypothesis of financial fragility, we recommend Keen (1995, 2011b).
Minsky asks whether a phenomenon like the Great Depression might be repeated (Can it happen again?), starting from the Keynesian idea that an affirmative
answer requires the creation of an analytical approach capable of integrating recession as a non-exceptional possibility. In that work, Minsky addresses recession due to
over-indebtedness from a broader perspective than that of Fisher, zooming out to
include the expansionary phase of the cycle in his analysis. The innovative and most
significant element for our analysis is that Minsky explains how, during the boom,
the economy is actively developing the very financial fragility that will lead to the
crisis: from a financially sound situation, the same conditions that define the growth
context also generate a situation of “euphoria” that tends to overstate expectations
about profits. Meanwhile, overstated forecasts of expected profits encourage investment to be financed at higher rates of leverage which, at some point, will be revealed
as unpayable from those returns actually obtained from the investments made (Ponzi
scheme). In this way, the normal evolution of the economy makes the financial position of the agents more fragile. The speculative dynamic and the formation of bubbles represents the climax of the sequence.
Finally, the accumulated systemic fragility becomes evident when an event,
although not necessarily decisive in itself, manages to undermine the euphoric expectations that support growth. This change in perception around financial sustainability
has an impact on the credit bubble and precipitates a change in the cycle. Both ideas
(that the very conditions underlying expansion lead to financial fragility, as well as
the emphasis on a change in expectations as determinative of the turning point in the
cycle) are vital, as will be shown, to characterisation of the Spanish case.
We conclude this theoretical overview of recession due to over-indebtedness
by briefly taking into account the work of Richard C. Koo (2011a, b). We are particularly interested in Koo because he stresses that a key characteristic of recessions
due to over-indebtedness is that agents are forced to play a leading role in a process
of deleveraging, and that reduces demand and thereby exacerbates the recession. This
situation, known as a balance-sheet recession, is one where even in a context of very
low interest rates, agents insist on reducing their spending as much as possible, in
order to save and/or repay their debt (see Section 4.2). The repayment of debt, from
this perspective, serves to deepen the recession. In short, in his balance-sheet reces-
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sion approach, Koo highlights the counter-productive (recessive) impact of deleveraging in a situation such as the one described.

2. Spain-Specific Factors in the Exceptional Structure that Is
Europe
The analytical elements explained in the previous section are necessary but alone
insufficient to address our subject matter; other specific factors are also essential to a
proper analysis of the Spanish case.
2.1 Member of a Monetary Union
First of all, the Spanish economy is part of the European Monetary Union (EMU).
The uniqueness of the EMU resides in the fact that it is a monetary union involving
sovereign states that issue their own public debt, but in a common currency.
Monetary integration is a result of two interrelated processes: a wider process
of European integration already underway (Charles P. Kindleberger 2011, p. 613),
and free movement of capital, finally adopted in June 1988 (Rawi Abdelal 2009, p.
69). So the monetary union was an attempt to solve the problem of Robert Mundell’s
impossible trinity, posed by the prior fixed-exchange rates system (the European
Monetary System) and the subsequent German monetary dominance, as evidenced
by European crisis in 1992 (Robert A. Mundell 1963; Abdelal 2009).
With common institutions such as the European Central Bank, problems of
asymmetry and the degree of unilateralism are reduced, since Germany now shares
votes with the other economies. However, this shared monetary policy poses an additional governance problem evident from the current crisis: the common monetary
policy is shared by creditors and debtors alike.
2.2 Acute External Dependency
The Spanish growth dynamic has been structurally dependent on the external sector
for at least two basic aspects: capital goods and finance.
The first of these is explained by the Spanish production model, where expansion cycles are particularly strong in imports, especially of intermediate goods, partly
due to the dependence by the Spanish economy on imported raw materials and energy supplies; transnational intra-corporate trade and technological scarcities of
Spanish industry are also explanatory factors. Another factor in Spain’s external dependence is the production specialisation of its industry, some key sectors of which
(such as automobile production) are part of transnational value chains (Josep Banyuls
and Raúl Lorente 2008).
The second aspect of external dependence, of particular interest for our analysis, is financial in nature. In an open economy with free movement of capital, such as
Spain’s, domestic demand is not constrained by national savings, and financial needs
can be met by recourse to external financing (Bibiana Medialdea García and Antonio
Sanabria Martín 2012). The financial euphoria stage, in a context of extraordinarily
easy international movement of capital, amplifies the expansion of credit predicted
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by Minsky. The use of external borrowing, which (as we shall see) reached very high
levels in the Spanish economy, thus permit a boost in demand to be financed with
debt. At the same time, the massive inflow of capital contributes to an increase in the
price of the assets of such investments (fuelling bubbles), which in turn increases the
borrowing capacity and aggregate demand.
The growing divergence between the investment and savings rates during the
expansion stage results, in terms of national accounts, in the current account deficit.
As Jorge Uxó, Jesús Paúl, and Eladio Febrero (2011, p. 573) argue, current imbalances are explained from the behavior of domestic demand. Thus extensive growth in
productive investment, along with the growth in aggregate demand, becomes possible thanks to the increased use of external financing. So growth in the Spanish economy is counterbalanced by a growing deficit in the current account.
2.3 Banking Fragility
The link between domestic demand and external financing requires an intermediary
to connect the two, and in the Spanish economy, this is mainly focused on retail
banking.
During the expansion period, the presence of strong demand for loans (see
Section 3.1) added to the huge liquidity in international financial markets that allowed banks to leverage liquidity; and this explains the rapid growth of Spanish
banks, which saw their assets multiply by 3.5 between 1997 and 2007 (Analistas Financieros Internacionales (AFI) 2012, p. 233). Access to that huge flow of external
liquidity, later reinforced by the arrival of the Euro and the appeal of eliminating currency risk, encouraged the expansion of the sector. This strong growth, boosted by
the aforementioned leverage in liquidity, resulted in the skyrocketing debt of banks,
as compared to the performance of other institutional sectors. Thus, in the first quarter 1999, total debt of financial institutions related to GDP was at 10.6%, compared
to 51.6% and 36.8% for non-financial corporations and households, respectively.
However, by the first quarter of 2009 that debt-to-GDP ratio had shot to 102.6% for
financial institutions (and 133.9% and 84.0% for non-financial corporations and
households, respectively; data from Bank of Spain1).
Banking expanded at the cost of creating substantial financial fragility, as predicted by the Minsky approach: the growth dynamic itself creates an overvaluation of
expected earnings, while the risks are underestimated. We need to take into account
that, given this combination of overvalued expectations and undervalued risk, the
banks tend to increase their leverage in order to increase their profitability, intensifying their own financial fragility. Moreover, given that their main source of income is
lending money, banking expansion has a clear impact on overall financial fragility as
it provides increased funding to the other economic sectors. This is especially important in the case of Spanish real estate, not only for speculative reasons (as in Minsky’s Ponzi phase) but also because it allowed banks to increase funding through the
securitization of mortgage loans (cédulas hipotecarias).
1

Bank of Spain. 2015. Financial Accounts, Chapter 2b.
http://www.bde.es/webbde/en/estadis/ccff/cfcap2.html (accessed May 13, 2015).
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Three additional aspects served to aggravate even further, if possible, the risks
of this increasing financial fragility of Spanish banks. One was their dependence on
external finance, which made them more vulnerable to possible external shocks. As
we will see later, more than half of the debt held by Spanish banks is sourced from
abroad. Second, the high concentration of their business in the property sector meant
that in 2006, according to data from the Bank of Spain, 60% of the credit to “other
domestic sectors” was concentrated in loans to the real estate sector. And third, a
strong interplay arose between bank risk and sovereign risk, explained by the combination of the following elements: the weight of government guarantees when issuing
bank securities2; the impact of bank recapitalisations on public debt; and the large
volume of public debt held by the banks. In turn, sovereign risk in the Eurozone,
heightened by the threat of a break-up of the monetary union, resulted in greater penalisation of the banks by the market.
2.4 Fiscal Fragility
Another feature of the Spanish case lies on the fiscal side. Since joining the Eurozone
as one of the founding members, the Spanish economy has remained within the limits
set in the Stability and Growth Pact. In 2005, a budgetary surplus was even achieved
for the first time in Spain’s democracy. However, the arrival of the crisis sharply reversed this situation, leading to the greatest fiscal crisis in decades. In 2009, the
budget deficit reached a record rate of 11.1% of GDP. The sudden deterioration of
the public finances added a specific element that, as we shall see, aggravated the recession in Spain.
The crisis has had an impact on the fiscal situation more as a result of falling
income than any increase in public spending. In effect, although the automatic stabilisers increase spending, especially due to rising unemployment, the public-spendingto-GDP ratio has always remained below the European average (Manuel Lago Peñas
2012, pp. 21-22). Meanwhile, the Spanish tax burden is substantially lower than the
European average. In the period 2007-2014, tax burden was eight percent below the
Eurozone average (37.1%, compared to 45.1% of GDP, according to the IMF). This
was aggravated by the fact that the main means of raising revenue in Spain are taxes
on employment.
2.5 Monetary Risk: Moving from a Strong to a Weak Currency
In the case of Spain, in addition to the aforementioned governance problem resulting
from creditors and debtors sharing a currency, there is another complication: the possible reversal of the process of integration into the Euro. The negative impact of this
possible event threatens to become even greater in those Eurozone economies that,
like Spain’s, accumulate a large stock of external debt.
Between 2002 and 2009, the external debt of the private sector multiplied by
4.5: from 468 billion to 2.1 trillion Euros. In the last year of the period, private exter2

According to Eurostat data, in 2013 the total stock of government guarantees is 18.4 % of GDP, a ratio
surpassed only by Austria (35%) and Ireland (32.1 %). These guarantees are used to regain access to
wholesale financing.
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nal debt accounted for 82.2% of total external debt. Meanwhile, the weight of public
external debt as a proportion of total debt gained real importance only from the start
of the crisis, as a result of the internal financing difficulties.
This very high weight of private external debt increased the cost of a hypothetical exit from the Euro, since this stock of debt would continue to be valued on
the basis of what would then become a foreign currency (the Euro), against which the
new local currency would be devalued sharply. As a result, the real burden of this
external private debt would be multiplied. In addition, the positive effect of the devaluation would be at least partly offset by the increase in the cost of importing intermediate goods, which as we know are vital for the Spanish economy. Not only
would access to international funding be more expensive, but it would be made more
difficult by having what would likely be an unstable new currency, at least in the
short term. This is the so-called “original sin” risk (Barry Eichengreen, Ricardo
Hausmann, and Ugo Panizza 2002) which increases the need to earn foreign currency
in order to be able to use foreign finance. Finally, we should point out the risk of
bank-runs associated with the possible change of currency, and the mass withdrawal
of deposits in the face of a consequent devaluation.

3. Over-Indebtedness and the Recession in Spain
Between 1994 and 2008, the Spanish economy experienced its most intense and
long-lasting cycle of uninterrupted growth in recent decades. However, this expansion stage led to the most severe and persistent post-war recession. Both processes,
boom and bust, are in reality interconnected. In this section we consider them using
the analytical framework described in Section 1 and the Spanish specificities analysed in Section 2.
3.1 A Minskyan Growth Cycle
The growth of the Spanish economy presents unmistakable elements of the speculative euphoria stage described by Minsky. In effect, in the context of financial liberalisation and mass access to credit, Spain aggravated its external financial dependence by developing a type of growth that can literally be considered as debt-led
(Engelbert Stockhammer 2011; Eckhard Hein 2013) and which took the economy to
an extreme degree of financial fragility.
The situation of over-indebtedness is evident to the extent that credit growth
substantially exceeds the increase in nominal GDP in a sustained manner. We can
examine this euphoria stage by comparing the development of the growth rate of
nominal GDP and of credit to other domestic sectors (i.e. credit to the non-financial
private sector: households and businesses). According to the data, the mismatch is
very considerable. During the upturn, GDP oscillates in a stable manner around
nominal growth rates of between 5% and 8%, while from 1997, credit growth yearon-year is always at double-digit rates, exceeding 20% per annum from June 2005.
This decoupling indicates that during the expansion there is a growing amount of
financing directed not at the production process, but at the purchase of existing assets
as a result of profit expectations (speculative dynamic). As shown in the graph bePANOECONOMICUS, 2016, Vol. 63, Issue 2 (Special Issue), pp. 195-210
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low, th
he unprecedentedd feature of this eexpansion stage is not so much th
he increase in
credit per
p se, which in any case reachess exceptionally high
h
levels, but th
he magnitude
of the aforementioned mismatch
m
compared to nominal GDP
G
growth.

3 and AMECO4.
Sourrce: Compiled by the authorss using data from Bank of Spain
S

Figure 1 Growth and Crediit to Other Domesticc Sectors and Nomin
nal GDP
(% Year-on-Year Change), 1963-2014
4

We obtain a com
mplementary approach to the Spaanish growth pattern based on
over-in
ndebtedness (chaaracterised by Miinsky) by lookingg at Keen’s (2011a) approach
to “dem
mand for debt”. According
A
to thiss author, total dem
mand is composed of nominal
GDP plus
p
the increase in monetary suppply due to crediit growth. Thereffore, the differencee between this tootal demand and tthe volume of GD
DP indicates whaat he calls the
“demaand for debt”, financed by credit aand not by incom
me. According to our calculations, using
u
data from the
t Bank of Spainn, this demand foor debt grew stead
dily from the
second
d half of the 19990s, increasing frrom 11.3% of GD
DP in 1995 to 26% in 2000,
before accelerating furrther, especially ffrom 2003. Thuss, in 2006 it reacched a maximum of
o 56.9% of GDP
P. This credit hyypertrophy reflects the effect of what
w
Minsky
consid
dered a Ponzi scheme, with an inccreasing proportioon of the debt beeing financed
in a way
w which is uncoonnected to the ggeneration of inccome. It is the ex
xpectation of
profits from the tradingg of assets that suupports the demannd for credit. As explained in
the theeoretical section, this dynamic creeates asset bubblees sustained by a highly elastic cred
dit supply.
We can highlighht at least two Sppanish asset bubbbles. First, in the value of the
shares listed on the stock exchange. Thhe IBEX-35 indexx more than doub
bled between
2002 and
a 2007 (multipplying by 2.5), aand by the end of
o that period waas five times
higher than in 1995. Inn addition, the efffective volume traded
t
on the sto
ock exchange
3

Bank of
o Spain. 2015. Econnomic Indicators, 8.99. Lending by Credit Institutions
I
and Cred
dit Financial
Intermed
diaries to Other Residdent Sectors. Breakddown by End-Use.
http://ww
ww.bde.es/webbde/een/estadis/infoest/indeeco.html (accessed May
M 13, 2015).
4
Annua
al Macro-Economic Database (AMECO
O). 2015. Gross Dom
mestic Product, 6.1.
http://ecc.europa.eu/economy__finance/ameco/userr/serie/SelectSerie.cfm
m (accessed May 13, 2015).
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multtiplied by 11.4 between 1996 andd 2007. Also siggnificant is the ev
volution of the
ratio
o between the reaal and nominal vaalue of shares: froom a real / nomin
nal ratio of 1.7
in 19
996, to 10.5 in 20007 (source: Natioonal Statistics Institute - INE5).
However, the main
m asset bubblle was undoubteddly in the propertty sector. From
the mid-1990s,
m
the possibility
p
of obttaining capital gains
g
through thee purchase and
sale of property shott up in parallel w
with the exorbitaant increase in prices:
p
between
1999
9 and 2005, the price per squaree metre of privatte housing increased by 117%
(sourrce: INE). Accorrding to the data ffrom the Europeaan Mortgage Fedeeration (EMF),
the average
a
house prrice increased byy 115.2% over thhe period 1996-2
2007). The fact
that the resident population aged betw
ween 20 and 49 (in principle thee main component of housing dem
mand) grew at a cconsiderably lower rate in that peeriod (by 27%,
acco
ording to INE) suuggests the existeence of a speculattive type of dynaamic where the
demaand for housing as
a a property wass subordinate to expectations
e
of caapital gains.

Source: Prepared byy authors from Bank of Spain, Economic Indicators.

Figurre 2 Evolution to Oth
her Domestic Sectorrs by Destination (%
% Year-on-Year Chan
nge), March
1996-Decembe
er 2014

Such prospectts for gains encoouraged overinvestment in the secctor. Thus, the
exceessive relative weeight that it alreaddy suffered was inntensified over th
hese years, this
being
g in fact what enncouraged its rappid growth: whilee the total investtment rate rose
from
m 21.5% to 30.7%
% of GDP betweeen 1996 and 20007, figures corresponding to the
consstruction sector, which
w
was alreaddy at 14.7% at thee start of the periiod, climbed to
21.9% of GDP in 20007. So, approxim
mately seven (7.22) of the nine (9
9.1) percentage
points by which the investment
i
rate rrose during the growth phase werre concentrated
in th
his sector. This prroperty bias is also reflected in thhe use of credit an
nd the concentratio
on of banking activity in this secttor. As already inndicated, overexp
posure to property risk was an addditional financial fragility factor in the Spanish banking
b
sector.
From
m 2006, total creddit to real estate sector6 accounteed for over 60% of
o the credit to
otherr domestic sectoors, compared too 39.5% at the start
s
of 1996 (so
ource: Bank of
5

Natiional Statistics Instiitute (INE). 2015. Fiinancial and Monetarry Statistics, Stock Market.
M
http:///www.ine.es/en/inebm
menu/mnu_financie__en.htm (accessed May 13, 2015).
6
Con
nstruction, Property business, Acquisition and Rehabilitation of Housing. This estim
mate falls short
since it excludes credit inddirectly induced by thhe property sector.
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Spain). Similarly, the most
m intense creddit expansion tookk place in the pro
operty sector,
in conttrast to the modeest growth in creedit for industry, as can be seen from
f
the following
g graph.
he process of
Having reviewedd the overall dynnamics, move onn to focus on th
over-in
ndebtedness in orrder to observe tthe behaviour of each of the instiitutional sectors (debt figures calcullated from financcial statistics from
m the Bank of Spain).
It is essential to stress that from December 1995 to December 20
007, the debt
of non
n-financial compaanies and househholds multiplied by six (actually 6.0 and 6.2,
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over th
he same period, nominal GDP m
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he volume of
privatee debt, and especially that of the bbanks, literally shhot up in comparrison to GDP
(Sanab
bria Martín and Medialdea Garrcía 2014). Publlic debt saw very moderate
growth
h until the outbreeak of the crisis, hardly sufficient to explain the 4.7% increase
in the total
t
stock of debbt. In fact, it sankk from 62.2% to 42.2%
4
of GDP. Itt is only with
the reccession that public debt began to ggrow exponentiallly.

Source: Compiiled by the authors from Bannk of Spain and INE.

Figure 3 Evolution of Total Debt by Institutiona
al Sector (% GDP), March
M
1995-Decemb
ber 2014

To the high degrree of private secctor leverage we must add anotherr feature that
exacerrbated the financiial fragility: a coonsiderable part of
o the debt accum
mulated over
these years
y
was of forreign origin. Acccording to our calculations, in 2008 external
debt acccounted for 27%
% of total debt. IIt is worth notinng that more than
n half of this
externaal debt was in thee form of liabilitiies generated by the Spanish bank
ks (54%), for
whom external debt allso accounted forr more than halff (55%) of their accumulated
debt.
In short, what is important here iis that this high leevel of private (aand to a large
extent external) over-inndebtedness is suustained on the basis
b
of overvalu
ued expectations of
o future income and, along withh them, a reductiion in the percep
ption of risk.
Howev
ver, once these expectations
e
are sseen as unrealistiic, that debt is reevealed to be
unsustainable. It is, thherefore, a case w
which corresponnds paradigmatically to Min-
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sky’ss hypothesis: finnancial fragility hhas been created and maximised during the expanssion.
3.2 The
T Party’s Ov
ver: Recession D
Due to Over-Indebtedness
The Mynskian financcial euphoria thaat sustained the expansion cycle was disrupted
n expectations sttarted to wobblee and gave way to justifiable doubts about the
when
Span
nish financial position. Although this change wass not brought ab
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w
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However, unliike other occasions in the past, thhis was not just a case of a sudden stop.
s
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s
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mployed and the unemployment
u
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7, and by 6.7 % inn the next quarterr. Meanwhile, thee 2008 unemploy
yment rate rose
2007
to 11.2%. (Source: calculations
c
from
m INE data); houusehold consump
ption started to
f
the final quuarter of 2008 (--1.9 % year-on-yyear); and in 2009 (for the first
fall from
time since records beegan, in 1962), bboth nominal GD
DP and granted credit
c
recorded
negaative growth ratess. Finally, as shoown in the graph below, the invesstment rate had
alreaady started to shoow increasingly sm
mall rises from 2006.
2

Source: Compileed using data from INE.

Figurre 4 GDP, Domesticc Private Demand an
nd Employment (Ann
nual Growth Rates, %)

w months, the reccessionary spiWe can concluude, therefore, thhat over just a few
ral so well describedd by Fisher becam
me fully operativve in the Spanish economy. Besidess the importance of some exogenoous factors, such as the aforementtioned Lehman
Brothers bankruptcy or the increase in interest rates (by 0.25%, to 4.25%)
4
in July
2008
8, and with recession already looming in the Euurozone, the maiin determining
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factor was endogenous: the credit cruncch of 2008 revealed a latent finan
ncial fragility
n of demand
which in the new conttext could not bee refinanced. Whhen the expansion
ds so heavily on private debt, a ffew small credit decreases are en
nough to prodepend
voke a recession. Invesstment in decline and problems related to financing
g, job losses,
and the consequent falll in production aand income, all in
i a context of th
he enormous
mulation of privatte debt, are the bbasic elements that created the new
n
Spanish
accum
framew
work for recessioon from 2009. Jusst as Fisher’s work predicted, the weakness in
deman
nd and the fragillity of the financcial sector, bothh caused by high
h leveraging,
compleeted the resultingg picture of a receession due to oveer-indebtedness.
To illustrate the impact of privatee over-indebtedneess on the recessiion, it is useful to apply to the Spaanish case Koo’s approach (2011aa, b) on balance--sheet recesA he explains, thhe over-indebted private agents without
w
access to credit priorision. As
tise maximising the reepayment of theiir debts over connsumer spending
g and investw
further deppresses aggregate demand. Repliccating his methodology (Koo
ment, which
2011b,, pp. 26-27) usingg updated figuress, the graph below
w shows the evolution of debt
and the subsequent delleveraging in eacch economic secttor from its finan
ncial balance
with reespect to GDP.

Source: Compiled by thhe authors from INE.

Figure 5 Capacity / Necesssity of Financing for the Institutional Secctors (% GDP), 1999
9-2014

n 2009 in the
The Figures 3 annd 5 show that thhe deleveraging process began in
privatee non-financial seector and was paarticularly strong in households. The
T intensity
and speed of this delevveraging were cauused by the presssure of the increaased financial
ob losses that
cost off debt and, abovee all, by the losss of income due to the intense jo
began to result in 20088 (Carlos Cuerpoo et al. 2013, p. 27).
2 The effort off households
m
pronounced given their greatter difficulty in obtaining
o
liquiditty by selling
was more
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assets (the principal being a basic necessity), to which one must add that offering
housing as a mortgage security does not serve to cancel the loan (no payment in
kind).
The financial sector, meanwhile, was the slowest to start its deleveraging and
did not begin to reduce its debt in year-on-year terms until mid-2012; although from
that point on, it did so very strongly (-24.2%), albeit with public aid.
Non-financial companies, meanwhile, began their ongoing deleveraging process from mid-2011. To accomplish this, they reduced their investment, as Koo foresaw; but also, and particularly since 2012, they have carried out lay-offs and wage
cuts. In addition, the reduction in bank debt, from 940 to 560 billion Euros between
2008 and June 2014, was accompanied by greater borrowing over the same period by
non-monetary financial institutions (35 to 110 billion Euros). As Ángel Berges and
Sara Baliña (2015, p. 22) explain, the increase of 75 billion is explained almost entirely by the transfer of toxic real estate assets from the participating banks to
SAREB (Sociedad de Gestión de Activos procedentes de la Reestructuración Bancaria - The Management Company for Assets Arising from the Banking Sector Reorganisation, SAREB, known as the “bad bank”).
Meanwhile, it is now the public sector that suffers from significant negative
financial balances, with a significant increase in public debt - from 39.4% in 2008 to
97.7% in 2014. These figures do not include borrowing between the different public
bodies. If we add this, the total public debt as a proportion of GDP increases from
46% to 135% (source: calculations using data from Eurostat and the Bank of Spain).
As explained, the growing need for financing was largely due to the collapse in government revenues and, to a lesser extent, to the recapitalisation of the banks. The total public aid to the Spanish financial sector in 2008-2013 generated an increase in
the public-debt-to-GDP ratio in 2013 of 5.3% (Henri Maurer and Patrick Grussenmeyer 2015). In any case, the fiscal deterioration arising as a result of the recession,
together with the perverse banking risk / sovereign risk relationship (see Section 3.3)
activated the last latent financial fragility factor, which exacerbated the recession
itself. Given that Spain is a member of the EMU, the banking crisis due to overindebtedness also became a sovereign debt crisis, particularly in 2012. The high level
of private foreign debt, along with the rapid increase in public debt, raised at that
point the possibility of Spain’s exit from the Euro. This led the yield on Spanish 10year bonds in the secondary market to exceed 7% in June 2012, while the spread visà-vis German bond exceeded 600 basis points in July of that year, thereby threatening the sustainability of Spanish public debt, at least within the Eurozone (source:
figures from the Bank of Spain). That same threat led to a large-scale withdrawal of
foreign investors, with capital flight reaching a record figure of 296 billion Euros
between June 2011 and 2012 (27% of GDP, according to IMF estimates), which
deepened the credit crunch and with it the recession.

4. Conclusion
The analysis carried out on the expansion phase (1994-2008) and the subsequent ongoing recession shows that the Spanish economy has followed the pattern of speculative euphoria and financial fragility suggested by Minsky, as well as the balancePANOECONOMICUS, 2016, Vol. 63, Issue 2 (Special Issue), pp. 195-210
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sheet recession of Koo as an updated version of Fisher’s writings on the Great Depression.
The importance of the adopted approach is that it allows the scope of our
analysis to be widened to include the prior expansionary process in the study of the
recession. As explained, the pattern of debt-driven growth in the private sector is vital to explaining the subsequent recession. Boom and bust are therefore closely interconnected, demanding that greater attention be paid to the conditions under which
other, future growth cycles take place.
From the study presented, it can be concluded that in the Spanish case this
growth cycle was not normal, and neither was the ensuing recession. Rather, it has
been an economic situation that is especially difficult to deal with, given the difficult
combination of the recession and the slow deleveraging process described. A correct
diagnosis of the situation, focusing on the over-indebtedness accumulated during the
euphoric years of the boom, allows us to tackle the effects of the recession in a more
economically and socially effective way - on the basis of its causes. Consequently, it
is necessary to consider the formulation of alternative policies that facilitate deleveraging and income generation. The ways in which the high indebtedness of the Spanish economy conditions theses alternative policies should be further investigated to
complete the results obtained in this paper.
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